Abstract. We propose a new approach of smearing origins of a zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP) in high-Tc superconductor tunnel junctions through the analysis based on the circuit theory for a d-wave pairing symmetry. The circuit theory has been recently developed from conventional superconductors to unconventional superconductors. The ZBCP frequently appears in line shapes for this theory, in which the total resistance was constructed by taking account of the effects between a d-wave superconductor and a diffusive normal metal (DN) at a junction interface, including the midgap Andreev resonant states (MARS), the coherent Andreev reflection (CAR) and the proximity effect. Therefore, we have analyzed experimental spectra with the ZBCP of Ag-SiO-Bi2Sr2CaCu2O 8+δ (Bi-2212) planar tunnel junctions for the {110}-oriented direction by using a simplified formula of the circuit theory for d-wave superconductors. The fitting results reveal that the spectral features of the ZBCP are well explained by the circuit theory not only excluding the Dynes's broadening factor but also considering only the MARS and the DN resistance. Thus, the ZBCP behaviors are understood to be consistent with those of recent studies on the circuit theory extended to the systems containing d-wave superconductor tunnel junctions.
Introduction
The experimental studies of zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP) behaviors have been frequently reported for various unconventional superconductors with an anisotropic pairing symmetry, for instance, p-wave and d-wave pairing symmetries [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The ZBCP that results from the Anderson-Appelbaum scattering has been studied thoroughly via previous experiments [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, only until recently was there an alternate theory to explain the origin of the ZBCP. In this theory, the ZBCP has been understood as the formation of the midgap Andreev resonant states (MARS) at a junction interface in a ballistic normal metal-insulator-superconductor (N/I/S) tunnel junction [23] . A basic theory of ballistic transport in the presence of the MARS has been formulated in the case of d-wave superconductors by way of the Blonder-TinkhamKlapwijk (BTK) theory [24] . This model has sufficiently a Present address: Department of Physics, Kagoshima University, Kagoshima 890-0065, Japan.
explained ZBCP behaviors in high-T c cuprate superconductors. Another mechanism of the ZBCP plays a role in the coherent Andreev reflection (CAR), which induces the proximity effect in the diffusive normal metal (DN) [25] at a diffusive normal metal-insulator-superconductor (DN/ I/S) junction interface. Then, there are two kinds of the ZBCP due to the formation of the MARS at junction interfaces of d-wave superconductors and of that due to the CAR by the proximity effect in the DN.
The circuit theory includes both effects of the MARS and the CAR due to constructing the theory at a junction interface under the condition of DN/I/S tunnel junctions for s-wave, p-wave and d-wave superconductors [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Figure 1 (a) illustrates the schematic drawing at a junction interface of a d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductor for the circuit theory. In this theory, the ZBCP frequently appears in the line shapes of normalized tunneling conductance σ T (eV ), and we always expect the ZBCP to be independent of α for low transparent junctions with the small Thouless energy E Th . Here, σ T (eV ) is defined as dividing tunnel- ing conductance σ S (eV ) in the superconducting state by tunneling conductance σ N (eV ) in the normal state, and α denotes the angle between the normal to the interface and the crystal axis of d-wave superconductors. The nature of the ZBCP due to the MARS and that due to the CAR are significantly different. The corresponding σ T (0) for the former case can take arbitrary values exceeding unity. On the other hand, σ T (0) for the latter case never exceeds unity. Furthermore, the the ZBCP width in the former case is determined by the transparency of the junction, while the width in the latter case is determined by E Th . These two ZBCPs compete with each other since the proximity effect and the existence of the MARS are incompatible in singlet junctions. The influence of the resistance R d in a DN is significant for the resulting σ T (eV ). Hence, for the actual quantitative comparison with tunneling experiments, we must take into account the effect of R d . In the circuit theory for d-wave superconductors, the ZBCP is frequently seen in the line shapes of σ T (eV ). For α = 0, the ZBCP is due to the CAR. However, for α = 0, the robustness of the ZBCP does not depend on the DN resistance R d . In such an extreme case as α = π/4, the ZBCP arises from the MARS, and the CAR and the proximity effect are absent. The σ T (eV ) is then given by an elementary application of Ohm's law: [28, 30] , where R b is the resistance from the insulating barrier in a normal state and R R d =0 is the total resistance of the DN/I/S tunnel junction in the condition of R d = 0. In the case of R d = 0, there is no proximity effect in the DN, and the junction resistances are given by the quasiballistic formulas of ref. [23] . Therefore, the theoretical results serve as an important guide to analyzing the actual experimental data of the tunneling spectra of high-T c cuprate junctions.
In the present paper, we will discuss the ZBCP behaviors in Ag-SiO-Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ (Bi-2212) planar tunnel junctions by using the circuit theory for d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductors in the case of α = π/4, and then, for analysis of the ZBCP, we will focus on the MARS case involving an influence of R d , not the CAR or the proximity effect cases.
Experimental details
Planar type tunnel junctions are fabricated in some experiments, while other measurements rely on scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/STS) for recent spectroscopic purposes. The STM/STS has the advantages of versatility adjustable junction resistance, simultaneous topographical imaging at atomic scale resolutions together with the spatial variations of local density of states (LDOS), and momentum space (k-space) images obtained by Fourier transformation of real space (r-space) informations [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . However, it suffers from a lack of stability against temperature and magnetic field changes, so a planar tunnel junction is a more suitable device for temperature and magnetic field dependence studies. Most ZBCP studies are on YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7−δ (Y-123) thin film in planar tunnel junction experiments [43] [44] [45] [46] . Some of these films are highly oriented, thereby making the study on angular dependence of ZBCPs possible [47] . However, we chose to use Bi-2212 single crystals in tunneling spectroscopic measurements, nevertheless, as the ZBCP is not commonly available or studied on such mediums as Y-123. Bi-2212 has several advantages in terms of properties rather than other high-T c cuprates. For example, Bi-2212 is very stable against losing oxygen, retains a cleavage property between BiO planes, possesses a large anisotropy ratio between the ab-plane and c-axis directions, and its single crystal does not twin like Y-123.
Bi-2212 single crystals were prepared by the traveling solvent floating-zone (TSFZ) method, and the superconducting transition temperature T c of each as-grown single crystal was 87-90 K, which was decided by the resistivity and magnetic susceptibility measurements. For hole doping concentration, as-grown single crystals are located on slightly overdoped regions in the critical temperaturedoping phase diagram [48] . We have prepared planar tunnel junctions by using these single crystals. Figure 1(b) shows a layout of a planar tunnel junction for the ab-plane directions. A single crystal with a size of approximately 10 mm × 3 mm × 50 µm was molded into a block of epoxy resin. The block of epoxy resin was cut to expose the {110}-oriented surface of the single crystals. This cut surface was polished roughly by sandpaper, then smoothed by diamond pastes with lubricant in the further process.
At that point, SiO was evaporated normal on the {110}-oriented surface as a insulating barrier, and the thickness of SiO layer was modified between 0Å and 300Å for each planar tunnel junction. Ag was deposited on the SiO thin film through a metal mask patterned with a counterelectrode of strips with width of 0.5 mm. The thickness of the Ag layer was controlled to be 1500Å. For the planar type junctions made in this manner, Au wires were attached to the Ag thin film with Ag paste, where the length L between the cross section of the tunnel junction and Ag paste regarded as the reservoir in the circuit theory is roughly 1-2 mm. The total number of measured samples was more than 50. In our experiments, the crystal orientation at the junction interface, expressed as α in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), could be predetermined from a sample rod configuration fabricated by the TSFZ method since the sample rod grows up to the a-axis direction of Bi-2212 single crystals in this method. This fact was confirmed by taking into account the satellite reflections arising from an incommensurate modulated structure in the X-ray diffraction pattern of Bi-2212 single crystals [49, 50] .
We have collected I-V and dI/dV -V data for the prepared planar tunnel junctions by the standard 4-terminal method. The dI/dV -V data corresponding to σ T (eV ) were measured by using the conventional voltage modulation method. The temperature ranged from 4.2 K to 300 K, using a temperature controller with a stability of more than 0.1 K. Al-Al 2 O 3 -Pb planar tunnel junctions were fabricated and their tunneling spectra were measured in advance, in order to compare differences about the pairing symmetry of the superconducting order parameter between conventional superconductors and high-T c cuprate superconductors.
Results and discussion

Tunneling conductance measurements
We have measured tunneling spectra of Ag-SiO-Bi-2212 planar tunnel junctions. Figure 2 represents typical tunneling conductance σ S (eV ) of the ZBCP in the superconducting state, which was obtained on several {110}-oriented tunnel junctions. SiO thin films as tunnel barrier become gradually thicker from Fig. 2 (a) to Fig. 2(c) . The values of tunneling conductance tend to enlarge with decreasing thickness of the SiO barrier, but we cannot verify the definite dependence of the ZBCP height on the insulating barrier thickness. Then, there is no large difference between the {110}-oriented tunnel junctions for concerning spectral shapes of the ZBCP, which was observed in most of our planar tunnel junctions. The ZBCP had a peak height of 2.0-3.3 times higher than the background and a full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of 3.3-6.5 meV in our experiments. For the tunnel junctions that display the ZBCP, many peaks are higher and sharper than the limit allowed by the BTK theory. This ZBCP enhancement clearly indicates an intrinsic property of the d-wave pairing symmetry in singlet superconductors. As shown in Fig. 2 , both sides of the background around the ZBCP gradually increase with leaving zero-bias voltage and have weak modulation structures. We conceive that the weak modulation structures appeared by the specific current-path effect, due to the slight surface roughness at the junction interface [9] . The coherent peaks at an energy gap region and any other specific structures are not observed in tunneling conductance except for the ZBCP.
On the other hand, the typical σ T (eV ) tunneling into the {001}-oriented surface, which was the cleavage surface of Bi-2212 single crystals, had a well-known V-shaped gap structure [51] . The d-wave pairing symmetry of an order parameter is evidently suggested from an anisotropy of the tunneling spectra, such as the V-shaped gap structure in the {001}-oriented direction and the ZBCP in the {110}-oriented direction. In contrast to Ag-SiO-Bi-2212 planar tunnel junctions, a U-shaped gap structure with an en- ergy gap ∆ 0 1.4 meV was observed for Al-Al 2 O 3 -Pb planar tunnel junctions at T = 1.8 K, where Pb was a superconducting state and Al was a normal state. These tunnel junctions preserved resistances of more than several thousand ohms, so we consider that said junctions correspond to ranges for high potential barrier height as the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) limit in the BTK theory, in which a tunneling spectral shape expects the U-shape gap structure for s-wave superconductors. Figure 3 represents the temperature dependence of the ZBCP for the {110}-oriented tunnel junction in Fig. 2(c) . When the temperature decreased, the ZBCP height enlarged, the ZBCP width sharpened, the dip grew outside around the ZBCP, and the weak modulation structures appeared around the ZBCP. As shown in Fig. 3 , the ZBCP appeared below roughly 60 K. In our tunneling experiments, the ZBCP appeared at T c for several tunnel junctions and below T c for the other tunnel junctions with the decrease in temperature. Hence, the experimental results of the temperature dependence also denote that the ZBCP is obviously caused by superconductivity.
Here, we will discuss other possible origins of the ZBCP in tunneling conductance; for example, the magnetic impurity effect, known as the Anderson-Appelbaum model taking account of the s-d exchange interaction [18] [19] [20] , near the junction interface. However, the possibility of the magnetic impurity effect is strongly contradicted because the ZBCP enhancement has not been measured in the {001}-oriented direction, of which the tunnel junctions were also fabricated by using the same materials and procedures as those of the {110}-oriented direction, as described in sec. 2. Moreover, the ZBCP has been observed only below T c . These facts obviously show that the ZBCP comes from not the magnetic impurity effect, but the superconductivity of the d-wave pairing symmetry. Thus, the experimental results in Figs. 2 and 3 coincide with the expectation of the MARS theory for d-wave superconductors. Furthermore, we will compare our experimental results with previous research on planar tunnel junctions for Bi-2212 single crystals [17] . S. Sinha et al. reported that the ZBCP enhanced in ab-plane directions at liquidhelium temperatures and disappeared above T c with increasing temperature [52, 53] . Their experimental results of the ZBCP behaviors are similar to ours nevertheless the tunneling direction in the ab-plane at the junction interface was not controlled in their experiments.
Another problem for the ZBCP remains, regarding the broken time-reversal symmetry (BTRS) at a junction interface of anisotropic superconductors [54] [55] [56] . The ZBCP must split below T c if the BTRS occurs at the SIN junction interface. However, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , there is no ZBCP splitting in all of the planar tunnel junctions for the {110}-oriented direction, on the condition of temperature ranges of 4.2-300 K not applied to magnetic fields. Thus, we have deduced that the BTRS does not occur at the high-T c superconductor junction interface from our experiments.
Application to the circuit theory
We will here discuss the smearing origin from a different point of view against two theoretical analyses on the experimental ZBCP. The actual ZBCP height depends on smearing processes of several possible sources. One of these substantial smearing effects is due to the increase in the number of quasiparticles owing to thermal excitation. Although the tunnel junctions were studied at relatively low temperatures (T /T c 0.06, in the case of T = 5.0 K) to minimize the effect of thermal excitations and to allow a more straightforward deconvolution of the ZBCP structure, the ZBCP height was not very high, when compared to the expectation of the ballistic theory including the MARS mechanism [23] . In most of previous research, the origin of smearing processes was usually explained as a result of the finite lifetime of quasiparticles in superconductors by introducing the broadening factor Γ , where E is replaced by E − iΓ using the Dynes's method in formulas of tunneling spectra [57, 58] . Here, the Dynes's parameter Γ is introduced phenomenologically; accordingly this method has not made clear how and where the finite lifetime of quasiparticles comes from specifically. However, this could be achieved to elucidate tunneling spectral behaviors, sometimes even under changing temperatures or magnetic fields, then used to fit theoretical curves of tunneling spectral formulas with many experimental tunneling spectra up to the present [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] .
Up to this point, our experimental results for Ag-SiOBi-2212 planar tunnel junctions reveal that Bi-2212 is evidently a d-wave superconductor and that the ZBCP for {110}-oriented tunnel junctions obviously arises from superconductivity. We adapt the d x 2 −y 2 -wave pairing sym-metry for an order parameter of Cooper pairs in Bi-2212 compounds for the analysis of the circuit theory, because of the experimental evidence for many other results in several measurement methods [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] , as well as for the ZBCP enhancement of the {110}-oriented direction in our tunneling spectroscopic measurements. Here, we choose α = π/4 as the orientation of Bi-2212 single crystals at the junction interface, since the {110}-oriented surfaces were exposed at each junction interface as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For α = π/4 the CAR and the proximity effect are completely suppressed and only the MARS remain, while for α = 0 the CAR and the proximity effect are induced and the MARS is absent. The situations at the DN/I/S junction interface are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Here, it is important to note as follows: (i) It is valid for the restriction of only α = π/4 in analysis for the circuit theory because the MARS channels quench the CAR and the proximity effect very effectively at α > 0.02π for the d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductor [28] . (ii) The CAR and the proximity effect cannot influence against junction properties in our fabricated junctions. The mesoscopic interference effect, such as the CAR and the proximity effect, must be negligible since our junction configuration satisfies L L φ , where the length L 1-2 mm mentioned in sec. 2 and the phase-breaking length L φ 1-2 µm in Ag thin films at liquid-helium temperatures [75, 76] . In this case, quasiparticles cannot interfere each other in the whole of the DN conductor on account of breaking the phase coherency between quasiparticles before phase coherent quasiparticles reach the Ag paste regarded as the reservoir [77] .
As a result, the MARS channels sufficiently give influences in line shapes of σ T (eV ) rather than the CAR and the proximity effect in wide directions around α = π/4, even if actual tunnel junctions slightly retain the surface roughness at the junction interface. Therefore, in analysis for around α = π/4 corresponding to α 0.02π, those facts justify usage of a simplified formula for the circuit theory, just expressed by the Ohm's law: an elementary sum of R R d =0 and R d in a superconducting state. Without solving the Usadel equation in such a case, the normalized tunneling conductance σ T (eV ) can be approximated by the following simplified equations [30] :
with
, where ∆ 0 denotes the maximum amplitude of the pair potential and θ is the injection angle of the quasiparticle measured from the x-axis. Here, an insulating barrier is expressed as a δ-function model Hδ(x), where Z is an insulating barrier height given by Z = 2mH/( 2 k F ) with Fermi momentum k F and effective mass m. In the above equations, k B is the Boltzmann's constant and the factor cos θ is necessary for calculating a normal component relative to the junction interface of the tunneling current. Further λ is added in order to introduce the probability of tunneling directions at the junction interface, where we presume to be the Gauss distribution as a weight function.
The recent theoretical expectations of the circuit theory motivate us to analyze experimental ZBCP spectra in the ab-plane directions. For the circuit theory with the d-wave pairing symmetry, the theoretical results indicate that the ZBCP height is strongly reduced by taking into account the existence of the DN conductor, and the resulting σ T (0) is not as high as that obtained in the ballistic regime [28, 30] . One of the typical examples is plotted in Fig. 5 . In the case of α = π/4, the line shapes of σ T (eV ) are independent of E Th because of the absence of the CAR and the proximity effect. on Z by way of eq. (6) and the following equation [30] :
with Sharvin resistance R 0 at the junction interface. Therefore, for the actual quantitative comparison with tunneling experiments, these facts suggest that we must take into account the effect of R d . As shown in Fig. 2 , the resulting ZBCP height from experiments is not as high as that obtained in the ballistic regime, so we can expect that the influence of R d can replace that of Dynes's parameter Γ [57, 58] as a broadening factor in tunneling spectral formulas for the ZBCP. Therefore, we will analyze our experimental ZBCP results in terms of the circuit theory extended to the systems containing d-wave superconductor tunnel junctions. Figure 8 shows the spectral fit of the circuit theory for d-wave superconductors to our experimental data. In addition, in order to make a comparison between the circuit theory for DN/I/S tunnel junctions and the ballistic theory for N/I/S tunnel junctions, the fitting results for the ballistic theory are also given in Fig. 8 by calculating the equations cited in ref. [51] . The open circles represent the experimental data for the {110}-oriented tunnel junction in Fig. 2(c Other tunnel junctions of the same compound have been also studied in this fashion, and the results are very reproducible. The slight discrepancy between the experimental data and theoretical calculations in Fig. 8 seems to come from the simplification of the insulating barrier in the theories. Here, a junction interface between a superconducting state and a normal state is clearly defined, and a δ-function is used as a potential barrier. An actual tunnel junction is more complicated. Table 1 denotes the corresponding parameter values in each theory. The difference in two fitting results is essentially recapitulated in values of Γ and R d /R b . Here, we emphasize that an introduction of the Dynes's parameter Γ in tunneling spectral formulas may not necessarily suggest the concrete smearing origin in experimental tunneling spectra in the case of (B) for the ballistic theory. On the other hand, in the analysis in the case of (A) for the circuit theory, the Dynes's parameter Γ as the broadening factor does not need to be introduced into the tunneling spectral formula because the resistance R d of the DN conductor plays an important role as the suppression of the ZBCP height in tunneling conductance.
Fitting results for the circuit theory
Here, we note several features for the fitting parameter values obtained from the circuit theory. The amplitude of ∆ 0 = 25.0 meV in the {110}-oriented direction is appropriate for comparison to ranges of roughly ∆ 0 = 16-40 meV for energy gap values in the {001}-oriented direction [78, 79] and to the value of ∆ 0 = 22.0 meV obtained through the analysis of the {110}-oriented direction by using the ballistic theory in Table 1 . Thus, for 2∆ 0 /k B T c a value of about 6.5 was obtained, typical Table 1 . Typical values of the fitting parameters in each tunneling conductance formula of (A) the circuit theory and (B) the ballistic theory, when compared to the experimental result for the {110}-oriented tunnel junction in Fig. 2(c) . The "-" means that the parameter as R d /R b does not exist in the spectral formula of the ballistic theory. It is important to note that, for the circuit theory, the Γ value as the broadening factor can equal to 0.0 meV, in spite of obtaining good fitting results. for high-temperature superconductors [80] . The value of Z = 2.2 is comparatively small in variable ranges (see Fig. 10 in ref. [30] ), so this result corresponds to relatively the low barrier height for our tunnel junctions.
Corresponding to a finite value of Z, a finite potential height exists at the junction interface. Therefore, the tunneling directions of electrons and holes also restrict around normal to the junction interface. Consequently, the finite value of λ = 13.0 was obtained. Furthermore, we consider how the σ T (eV ) depends on the spread of k-space in which tunneling electrons reach. The tunneling probability D as a function of the incident angle θ results in D ∝ exp(−λθ 2 ) cos θ when U E F , where U is the height of a tunneling barrier and E F is Fermi energy [5] . The term exp(−λθ 2 ) cos θ is also contained in the equations cited in refs. [51, 81] . As seen in Fig. 9 , the directional dependence of tunneling probability becomes strong with increasing λ. point contact spectroscopy and the STM/STS detect the electric state in wide k-space. Therefore, it is reasonable that we have estimated λ = 13.0 as the parameter of the D from the analysis of the circuit theory for d-wave superconductors. Furthermore, the ratio of R d /R b = 0.35 may be not so large, but this value is sufficient to smear the spectral shape of the ZBCP by the influence of R d in systems of d-wave superconductor tunnel junctions because the theoretical ZBCP height is effectively suppressed as shown in Fig. 5 . As a result, in Fig. 8 , we received good fitting results between the experimental ZBCP result in the {110}-oriented directions and the circuit theory. Hence, through analysis of the circuit theory, we are able not only to exclude the Dynes's parameter Γ from the tunneling spectral formula, but also able to obtain good fitting results of the ZBCP for the {110}-oriented tunnel junctions.
In this situation, we were successful in explaining the ZBCP behaviors by using the circuit theory for α = π/4 including only the MARS and the influence of R d in the tunneling spectral formula, in which the CAR and the proximity effect are completely suppressed. Other mechanisms may be responsible for the observed ZBCP smearing but the theoretical and quantitative estimates are certainly consistent with what we know about the DN resistance R d . We emphasize that it is appropriate for tunneling spectral formula to introduce the combined resistance for R R d =0 + R d , rather than the artificial smearing of Γ . It is suitable to understand that there is the relation between R d and Γ . Namely, we can comprehend that finite lifetime of quasiparticles due to Dynes's parameter Γ arises from the scattering of quasiparticles at scatters in the DN conductor, which is expressed by R d in eqs. (1)-(7) of the circuit theory. Thus, we can conclude that the effect of R d plays an important role in tunneling spectra of high-T c cuprate tunnel junctions as a new point of view for smearing origins in spectral shapes of the ZBCP. However, in order to progress further with analysis for the tunneling spectra in anisotropic superconductors, one must solve the Usadel equations, such as in ref. [30] , for the quantitative discussions including much more general cases with arbitrary α values.
Conclusions
We have measured Ag-SiO-Bi-2212 planar tunnel junctions. The ZBCP enhancement was observed below T c for the {110}-oriented tunnel junctions. Our experimental results for Ag-SiO-Bi-2212 planar tunnel junctions denote that Bi-2212 is obviously a d-wave superconductor and that the ZBCP originates from superconductivity. Hence, we have analyzed the ZBCP behaviors by using the circuit theory, which is constructed under the condition of the elementary sum of R R d =0 and R d at the DN/I/S junction interface for d-wave superconductors. The fitting results indicated good agreements between the experimental data and the theoretical curves not taking into account the Dynes's broadening factor Γ , in spite of the extreme case of α = π/4 including only the influence of the MARS and R d in the formula of tunneling conductance. As a new interpretation about smearing origins, the circuit theory gives that the smearing factor in tunneling spectra could be understood as the effect of the DN conductor in tunnel junctions, rather than that of Dynes's broadening parameter Γ . Thus, the circuit theory well describes the phenomena of quasiparticle tunnelings in anisotropic superconductors, rather than the ballistic theory, and such is very applicable to analysis of the actual experimental data of tunneling spectra of high-T c cuprate tunnel junctions.
